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Introduction:  The resource rich polar regions of the 
moon present unique challenges and opportunities for 
anyone seeking to fully realize the benefits of lunar 
in-situ resource utilization.  To obtain adequate 
knowledge about the target lunar resources to effec-
tively exploit them requires a direct and sustained 
presence.  Insights about lunar resources gained from 
orbit have greatly enhanced our understanding of the 
potential for ISRU at the moon, but that knowledge is 
not sufficient to fully justify the commitment of large 
financial resources to implement an ISRU based 
commercial and/or exploration campaign.  What is 
needed is knowledge of location, quality, quantity and 
accessibility of the resources that can only be gained 
by on-site prospecting. 
 
Successful prospecting operations on the surface of 
the moon demand unique solutions.  Each location on 
the moon presents its on challenges to successful 
landing and surface operations which drives specific 
requirements for any system intending to operate 
there.  Survival of lunar nights, lighting conditions, 
thermal environments, communications with Earth, 
etc., all drive requirements on the design of any solu-
tion.  The polar regions of the moon present their own 
unique challenges to any visiting vehicle. 
 
The Deep Space Systems lunar lander selected for 
NASA’s Commercial Lunar Payload Services catalog 
provides NASA and commercial entities with a sys-
tem optimized for resource prospecting in the polar 
regions of the moon.  Designed to take advantage of 
the unique solar and thermal environments associated 
with the lunar polar regions, the DSS lunar lander, 
equipped with its mobility option, is precisely the tool 
needed to establish the knowledge base necessary to 
commit to an ISRU based economy at the moon.  This 
lighting round talk will describe the DSS lunar lander 
formulation process and the design it produced that is 
now an asset in the CLPS catalog. 
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